
PANDEMICS, PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCIES AND
GOVERNMENT POWERS: Perspectives on Australian Law
Ian Freckelton, Belinda Bennett (eds)

This book brings together leading Australian legal scholars to analyse the multi-layered and 
multi-faceted ways in which Australia’s laws, regulations and law-makers have engaged with 
the COVID-19 pandemic. A significant component of Australia’s legal response has been 
to give extensive powers to State and Territory governments to manage the crisis. This has 
involved imposing limits on individuals’ rights and liberties in relation to quarantine, border 
control, lockdowns, curfews and face masks, as well as requirements to use QR codes. At times 
these measures have been controversial, both legally and within the general community. Our 
workplaces, our clinical services, our research processes and our legal system will emerge 
changed after COVID-19. This requires ongoing evaluation and reflection. Pandemics, Public 
Health Emergencies and Government Powers is a constructive early contribution to this end.

August 2021  •  PB  •  448pp  •  9781760022969  •  RRP $150

THE LAW OF TRACING 
Mohammud Jaamae Hafeez-Baig, Jordan English

‘This work will be invaluable to commercial practitioners (and judges) throughout 
the common law world. It is a work of great substance and its authors are to be 
congratulated on both their initiative and the impressive depth of their scholarship.’

– From the Foreword, The Hon Justice Andrew Bell, President of the NSW Court of Appeal

The law of tracing determines when one right stands in place of another for the purposes of 
certain personal or proprietary claims. It is an important part of the law of property and trusts, 
and the law of remedies. This book aims to provide a comprehensive account of the law of 
tracing. It offers clear answers to fundamental questions such as ‘what is tracing?’ and ‘does 
tracing create new rights?’, while also explaining in detail the tracing rules and the application 
of those rules in hard cases. The book provides a complete treatment of the law in Australia 
and England. In explaining the law, the book also engages with a number of controversies 
that have arisen as a result of recent cases and academic work. Each issue is analysed from 
first principles and from authority, making the book a useful tool for anyone advising on cases 
involving tracing, teaching the law of tracing, or wishing to understand the subject better. 

September 2021  •  HB  •  320pp  •  9781760023065  •  RRP $180
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BOOKS WITH IDEAS

SPRING 2021 NEW RELEASES + SPOTLIGHT ON WOMEN AUTHORS  
We are pleased to bring you our latest releases and to highlight the recent work of our women 
authors. Remember to take advantage of our free AUS shipping offer throughout September*.
*Using the promotional code EP1744
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NEW AND UPCOMING

STEWART’S GUIDE TO EMPLOYMENT LAW, 7th ed 
Andrew Stewart
In this new edition hot off the press and incorporating changes up to August 2021 (including 
WorkPac Pty Ltd v Rossato [2021] HCA 23) the author brings his usual clarity to a complex 
subject. Explaining recent amendments to the Fair Work Act, changes to modern awards 
following the Fair Work Commission review and new case law. Other topical updates include 
pandemic leave, vaccination requirements, working from home, standing down employees and 
freedom of expression on social media.

August 2021  •  PB  •  576pp  •  9781760023157  •  eBook 978170023164  •  RRP $99

2

CURRENT ISSUES IN COMPETITION LAW: Context and Interpretation
Vol I + Practice and Perspectives Vol II
Michael Gvozdenovic, Stephen Puttick
This major new two volume work on competition and consumer law is avowedly concerned 
with debates and issues of contemporary importance. The chapters provide perspectives from 
the judiciary, the regulator, the practising profession, and the academy. Volume I includes 
a foreword by the Hon Chief Justice Allsop AO while Volume II includes a foreword by the 
Hon Justice Perram. The volumes are essential reading for those called upon to determine 
competition matters, lawyers practising in competition and commercial law, and those teaching 
and researching the subject. 

October 2021         •  HB  •  c.300pp   •  9781760023126  •  RRP $180 (vol I)
September 2021    •  HB  •     288pp   •  9781760023133  •  RRP $180 (vol II)

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
David Mossop
An overview of the framework of the Territory self-government for practising lawyers and scholars 
of constitutionalism. At a time of great public interest in the use of government powers, this book, 
written by a Judge of the Supreme Court of the ACT, highlights issues not yet clearly settled by 
judicial authority.

August 2021  •  HB  •  288pp  •  9781760023072  •  RRP $160

JUDICIAL FEDERALISM IN AUSTRALIA: History, Theory, Doctrine and Practice 
Gabrielle Appleby, Anna Olijnyk, John Williams, James Stellios
A monograph by four leading public law academics providing the first sustained analysis of 
Australia’s unique form of ‘judicial federalism’ – a constitutional design governing the interaction 
between federalism and separation of powers ideas. Including an extensive appendix of 
historical materials.

July 2021  •  HB  •  272pp  •  9781760022679  •  RRP $160

TREATY-MAKING: 250 Years Later
Harry Hobbs, Alison Whittaker, Lindon Coombes (eds)
An edited collection by Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars and policy-makers engaging 
with the legal, historical and political dimensions of treaty-making in Australia. A considered and 
nuanced contribution providing a roadmap for developing a legal artifice and treaty relationship 
that delivers justice.

July 2021  •  PB  •  274pp  •  9781760023041  •  eBook 9781760023058  •  RRP $59.95
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Q&A WITH FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES EDITOR, KATHY BOWREY

FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES ON LAW, LAW SCHOOLS AND LAW REFORM: 
Essays in Honour of Professor Jill McKeough
Kathy Bowrey (ed)
A Festschrift honouring the career of academic Jill McKeough, former UTS Law Dean and contributor 
to the fields of legal education, university leadership, intellectual property and law reform. 

September 2021  •  PB  •  244pp  •  9781760023188  •  RRP $69.95

Q&A with Editor Kathy Bowrey
 Where did the idea for this collection come from?
Women being in leadership is no longer surprising. A whole generation of women in law that many are familiar 
with are now retiring. I noticed that there is very little attention being paid to this. Senior women are going quietly, 
as if their presence in law schools was never that significant in the first place. 

When questioned about this, women often reply that they don’t feel comfortable with noise being made about 
them personally anyway. But they are interested in talking about their careers in the academy – and hope some 
of their experience might be usefully passed on.

Jill McKeough is a woman of astounding accomplishment. She is warm, funny, deadly sharp. So many have 
benefitted from her support and teaching. She is looked on by many working in law as the very best example of 
leadership. I pressed Jill to agree to what is really an experiment – a different kind of festschrift to the kinds of 
works produced about men’s careers.

What did you learn writing the book?
At the age of 12 Jill was reading the Forsyth Saga  by John Galsworthy, which is in many ways as epic as Tolkein’s 
The Lord of the Rings, except that it has women and lawyers in it. Jill chose the role model of the lawyer and 
rejected the character of his wife, a sappy, decorative, perpetually unhappy female.

What was an unexpected aspect you discovered/unearthed as it progressed?
That of all the Festschrifts in English in the common law world the number documenting or celebrating women’s 
careers could be as low as 4%. I mean, I thought the proportion would be low, but really – there is something 
really repugnant about that. There is so much to learn that should not be lost.

What do you want the book to do for people?
It is a book that helps readers reflect on agency and personal opportunity and to understand these in light of the 
broader context of the times. Chapters also have important things to say about the politics of law reform, how 
it works, and just because recommendations are not adopted right away, this doesn’t mean the work does not 
have an impact.

Do you have any special favourites among the chapters?
Anyone involved in Australian legal education should read the chapter by Paul Redmond about Jill’s career in 
light of a history of legal education from the 1970s to the current day.
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THE AUTOMATED STATE: Implications, Challenges and Opportunities
for Public Law
Janina Boughey, Katie Miller (eds)
The first book to examine in-depth the use of technology – algorithms and automated systems 
– by Australian governments to administer laws and deliver services. It asks whether the laws 
and institutions we expect to ensure accountability and transparency are fit for purpose in an 
automated age.

June 2021  •  PB  •  296pp  •  9781760022952  •  RRP $120

SPOTLIGHT ON WOMEN AUTHORS

THE TRIAL: Principles, Process and Evidence, 2nd ed
Jill Hunter, James Metzger, Terese Henning, Gary Edmond, Rebecca McMahon, 
Mehera San Roque, Helen Cockburn
This book places the criminal jury trial centre-stage; where the law of evidence and procedure 
is commonly contested and where advocacy is on show. It explicitly recognises that courts’ 
processes and decisions require not only an appreciation of the uniform Evidence Acts, but also 
an understanding of human emotion and psychology. 

May 2021  •  PB  •  720pp  •  9781760022938  •  eBook 9781760022983  •  RRP $135

INTERPRETING EXECUTIVE POWER
Janina Boughey, Lisa Burton Crawford (eds) 
 ‘The authors and editors have done a great service to the law.’

 – The Hon Justice James Edelman

This collection from some of Australia’s leading judges, practitioners and academics focuses on 
the ways in which courts should interpret statutes which confer powers on the executive branch, 
and the challenges posed in this regard by the proliferation of statute law, contemporary legislative 
drafting techniques, and broader developments in the field of statutory interpretation.

January 2020  •  HB  •  272pp  •  9781760022341  •  RRP $160

PROPORTIONALITY IN AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Shipra Chordia 
Full of insights, this slim volume adds to the lively debate on the doctrine of proportionality in 
Australian constitutional law. Recent cases have seen a splintering on the High Court, with some 
judges expressing support for proportionality and others expressing deep reservations about it.

September 2020  •  HB  •  272pp  •  9781760022426  •  RRP $120

JUDICIAL REVIEW OF NON-STATUTORY EXECUTIVE ACTION 
Amanda Sapienza
The Commonwealth and State governments are authorised to exercise power that is neither 
conferred by legislation nor expressly provided for in a constitution: non-statutory executive power. 
This ground-breaking book assesses the extent to which Australian judicial review principles are 
capable of application to an exercise of non-statutory executive power. It is an invaluable resource 
for governments and those advising them. It will also be the starting point for lawyers seeking to 
challenge an exercise of non-statutory executive power as well as for the courts they call upon to 
review the action.

November 2020  •  HB  •  256pp  •  9781760022518 •  RRP $160
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